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Caught Up follows the lives of 50 Latina girls in “El Valle” Juvenile Detention 
Center and “Legacy” community school located 40 miles outside of Los 
Angeles, CA. Their path through these two institutions reveals the 
accelerated fusion of California schools and institutions of confinement. For 
example, the connection between both of these sites is a concerted effort 
between Legacy Community School and El Valle administrators to provide 
young people with wraparound services. These well-intentioned services are 
designed to provide youth with support at home, at school and in the actual 
detention center. However, I argue that wraparound services more closely 
resemble a phenomenon that I call wraparound incarceration, where 
students cannot escape the surveillance of formal detention despite leaving 
the actual detention center. For young people in Legacy School, returning to 
El Valle became an unavoidable consequence of wraparound services. 
 
Jerry Flores is a Ford Foundation Fellow, UC President's Post Doc (UCSF) and Assistant 
Professor of Criminal Justice in the Social Work program at the University of Washington-
Tacoma. His research investigates how Latinas negotiate gender and violence in a California 
juvenile detention facility and in a continuation school that is connected to the facility. His 
research also shows how educational and penal institutions are coming together in new and 
dynamic ways. Finally, his work provides a microanalysis of Chicanas passing through the 
school-to-prison pipeline. His other research areas include ethnographic research methods, 
studies of race/ethnicity and issues dealing with institutional and interpersonal pharmaceutical 
abuse. 
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